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Language generation

Language generation tasks

I Dialogue modelling
I Email answering
I Machine translation
I Summarisation
I and many others
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Language generation

Language generation

Generation from what?! (Yorick Wilks)
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Language generation

Generation: some starting points

I Some semantic representation:
I logical form (early work)
I distributional representations (e.g. paraphrasing)
I hidden states of a neural network

I Formally-defined data: databases, knowledge bases
I Numerical data: e.g., weather reports.
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Language generation

Regeneration: transforming text

I Machine translation
I Paraphrasing
I Summarisation
I Text simplification
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Language generation

Subtasks in generation

I Content selection: deciding what information to convey
(selecting important or relevant content)

I Discourse structuring: overall ordering

I Aggregation: splitting information into sentence-sized chunks

I Referring expression generation: deciding when to use
pronouns, which modifiers to use etc

I Lexical choice: which lexical items convey a given concept

I Realisation: mapping from a meaning representation to a string

I Fluency ranking: discriminate between grammatically /
semantically valid and invalid sentences
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Language generation

Approaches to generation

I Templates: fixed text with slots, fixed rules for content selection.

I Statistical: use machine learning (supervised or unsupervised)
for the various subtasks.

I Deep learning: particularly for regeneration tasks.

Large scale dialogue and question answering systems, such as Siri,
use a combination of the above techniques.
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Text summarisation

Text summarisation

Task: generate a short version of a text that contains the most
important information

Single-document summarisation:
I given a single document
I produce its short summary

Multi-document summarisation:

I given a set of documents
I produce a brief summary of their content
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Text summarisation

Generic vs. Query-focused summarisation

Generic summarisation:
I identifying important information in the document(s) and

presenting it in a short summary

Query-focused summarisation:
I summarising the document in order to answer a specific

query from a user
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Text summarisation

A simple example of query-focused summarisation
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Text summarisation

Approaches

Extractive summarisation:
I extract important / relevant sentences from the

document(s)
I combine them into a summary

Abstractive summarisation:
I interpret the content of the document (semantics,

discourse etc.) and generate the summary
I formulate the summary using other words than in the

document
I very hard to do!
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Extractive summarisation

Extractive summarisation

Three main components:

I Content selection: identify important sentences to extract
from the document

I Information ordering: order the sentences within the
summary

I Sentence realisation: sentence simplification
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Extractive summarisation

Content selection – unsupervised approach

I Choose sentences that contain informative words
I Informativeness measured by:

I tf-idf: assign a weight to each word i in the doc j as

weight(wi) = tfij ∗ idfi

tfij – frequency of word i in doc j
idfi – inverse document frequency

idfi = log
N
ni

N – total docs; ni docs containing wi

I mutual information
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Extractive summarisation

Content selection – supervised approach

I start with a training set of documents and their summaries
I align sentences in summaries and documents
I extract features:

I position of the sentence (e.g. first sentence)
I sentence length
I informative words
I cue phrases
I etc.

I train a binary classifier: should the sentence be included in
the summary?
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Extractive summarisation

Content selection – supervised vs. unsupervised

Problems with the supervised approach:

I difficult to obtain data
I difficult to align human-produced summaries with

sentences in the doc
I doesn’t perform better than unsupervised in practice
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Extractive summarisation

Ordering sentences

For single-document summarisation:

I very straightforward
I simply follow the order in the original document
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Extractive summarisation

An example summary

from Nenkova and McKeown (2011):

As his lawyers in London tried to quash a Spanish arrest
warrant for Gen. Augusto Pinochet, the former Chilean Dictator,
efforts began in Geneva and Paris to have him extradited.
Britain has defended its arrest of Gen. Augusto Pinochet, with
one lawmaker saying that Chile’s claim that the former Chilean
Dictator has diplomatic immunity is ridiculous. Margaret
Thatcher entertained former Chilean Dictator Gen. Augusto
Pinochet at her home two weeks before he was arrested in his
bed in a London hospital, the ex-prime minister’s office said
Tuesday, amid growing diplomatic and domestic controversy
over the move.
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Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Example query: “Describe the coal mine accidents in China
and actions taken”

Steps in summarization:

1. find a set of relevant documents
2. simplify sentences
3. identify informative sentences in the documents
4. order the sentences into a summary
5. modify the sentences as needed
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Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Sentence simplification

I parse sentences
I hand-code rules to decide which modifiers to prune

I appositives: e.g. Also on display was a painting by Sandor
Landeau, an artist who was living in Paris at the time.

I attribution clauses: e.g. Eating too much bacon can lead to
cancer, the WHO reported on Monday.

I PPs without proper names: e.g. Electoral support for Plaid
Cymru increased to a new level.

I initial adverbials: e.g. For example, On the other hand,
I also possible to develop a classifier (e.g. satelite

identification and removal)
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Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Content selection from multiple documents

Select informative and non-redundunt sentences:

I Estimate informativeness of each sentence (based on
informative words)

I Start with the most informative sentence:
I identify informative words based on e.g. tf-idf
I words in the query also considered informative

I Add sentences to the summary based on maximal
marginal relevance (MMR)
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Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Content selection from multiple documents

Maximal marginal relevance (MMR): iterative method to choose
the best sentence to add to the summary so far

I Relevance to the query: high cosine similarity between the
sentence and the query

I Novelty wrt the summary so far: low cosine similarity with
the summary sentences

ŝ = argmax
si∈D

[
λsim(si ,Q)− (1 − λ)max

sj∈S
sim(si , sj)

]

Stop when the summary has reached the desired length
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Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Sentence ordering in the summary

I Chronologically: e.g. by date of the document
I Coherence:

I order based on sentence similarity (sentences next to each
other should be similar, e.g. by cosine)

I order so that the sentences next to each other discuss the
same entity / referent

I Topical ordering: learn a set of topics present in the
documents, e.g. using topic modelling, and then order
sentences by topic.
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Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Example summary

Query: “Describe the coal mine accidents in China and actions taken”

Example summary (from Li and Li 2013):
(1) In the first eight months, the death toll of coal mine accidents
across China rose 8.5 percent from the same period last year.
(2) China will close down a number of ill-operated coal mines at the
end of this month, said a work safety official here Monday. (3) Li
Yizhong, director of the National Bureau of Production Safety
Supervision and Administration, has said the collusion between mine
owners and officials is to be condemned. (4) from January to
September this year, 4,228 people were killed in 2,337 coal mine
accidents. (5) Chen said officials who refused to register their stakes
in coal mines within the required time
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Summarisation using neural networks

Extractive summarisation with RNNs

Nallapati et al. 2017. SummaRuNNer: A Recurrent Neural Network
Based Sequence Model for Extractive Summarization of Documents

I Use an RNN to build a
representation of a
document

I Classify sentences in
the document as 0 or
1 (included in the
summary or not)

2 SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

u j = σ(Wuxxj + Wuhhj−1 + bu) (1)
rj = σ(Wrxxj + Wrhhj−1 + br) (2)
h′j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj ⊙hj−1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1− u j)⊙h′j + u j ⊙hj−1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and ⊙ represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d= tanh(Wd
1

Nd

Nd!

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.

P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = σ(Wchj #(content)

+ hT
j Wsd #(salience)

−hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+ Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+ Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+ b), #(bias term) (6)

Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based se-
quence classifier: the bottom layer operates at word level
within each sentence, while the top layer runs over sen-
tences. Double-pointed arrows indicate a bi-directional
RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the sigmoid acti-
vation based classification layer that decides whether or not
each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at each
sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with re-
spect to the accumulated summary representation and other
positional features.

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth

sentence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of
the sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the
concatenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidi-
rectional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic repre-
sentation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given
by:

sj =

j−1!

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsddenotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.
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Summarisation using neural networks

SummaRuNNer
Document representation:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

Computing the label probability for a sentence:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1
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j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd
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j=1
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j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

Representation of the summary so far:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.
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SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

Computing the label probability for a sentence:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

Representation of the summary so far:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.
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SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

Computing the label probability for a sentence:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1
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j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.

Representation of the summary so far:

SummaRuNNer
In this work, we treat extractive summarization as a se-
quence classification problem wherein, each sentence is vis-
ited sequentially in the original document order and a bi-
nary decision is made (taking into account previous deci-
sions made) in terms of whether or not it should be included
in the summary. We use a GRU based Recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chung et al. 2014) as the basic building block of our
sequence classifier. A GRU-RNN is a recurrent network with
two gates, u called the update gate and r , the reset gate, and
can be described by the following equations:

uj = �(Wuxxj + Wuhhj�1 + bu) (1)
rj = �(Wrxxj + Wrhhj�1 + br) (2)
h0

j = tanh(Whxxj + Whh(rj � hj�1) + bh) (3)

hj = (1 � uj) � h0
j + uj � hj�1 (4)

where the W’s and b’s are the parameters of the GRU-RNN
and hj is the real-valued hidden-state vector at timestep j
and xj is the corresponding input vector, and � represents
the Hadamard product.

Our model consists of a two-layer bi-directional GRU-
RNN, whose graphical representation is presented in Figure
1. The first layer of the RNN runs at the word level, and
computes hidden state representations at each word position
sequentially, based on the current word embeddings and the
previous hidden state. We also use another RNN at the word
level that runs backwards from the last word to the first, and
we refer to the pair of forward and backward RNNs as a bi-
directional RNN. The model also consists of a second layer
of bi-directional RNN that runs at the sentence-level and ac-
cepts the average-pooled, concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional word-level RNNs as input. The hidden states
of the second layer RNN encode the representations of the
sentences in the document. The representation of the entire
document is then modeled as a non-linear transformation of
the average pooling of the concatenated hidden states of the
bi-directional sentence-level RNN, as shown below.

d = tanh(Wd
1

Nd

NdX

j=1

[hf
j ,hb

j ] + b), (5)

where hf
j and hb

j are the hidden states corresponding to the
jth sentence of the forward and backward sentence-level
RNNs respectively, Nd is the number of sentences in the
document and ‘[]’ represents vector concatenation.

For classification, each sentence is revisited sequentially
in a second pass, where a logistic layer makes a binary deci-
sion as to whether that sentence belongs to the summary, as
shown below.
P (yj = 1|hj , sj ,d) = �(Wchj #(content)

+hT
j Wsd #(salience)

�hT
j Wr tanh(sj) #(novelty)

+Wapp
a
j #(abs. pos. imp.)

+Wrpp
r
j #(rel. pos. imp.)

+b), #(bias term) (6)

where yj is a binary variable indicating whether the jth sen-
tence is part of the summary, hj , the representation of the
sentence is given by a non-linear transformation of the con-
catenated hidden states at the jth time step of the bidirec-
tional sentence-level RNN, and sj is the dynamic represen-
tation of the summary at the jth sentence position, given by:

sj =

j�1X

i=1

hiP (yi = 1|hi, si,d). (7)

In other words, the summary representation is simply a run-
ning weighted summation of all the sentence-level hidden
states visited till sentence j, where the weights are given by
their respective probabilities of summary membership.
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Figure 1: SummaRuNNer: A two-layer RNN based sequence clas-
sifier: the bottom layer operates at word level within each sentence,
while the top layer runs over sentences. Double-pointed arrows in-
dicate a bi-directional RNN. The top layer with 1’s and 0’s is the
sigmoid activation based classification layer that decides whether
or not each sentence belongs to the summary. The decision at
each sentence depends on the content richness of the sentence, its
salience with respect to the document, its novelty with respect to
the accumulated summary representation and other positional fea-
tures.

In Eqn. (6), the term Wchj represents the information
content of the jth sentence, hT

j Wsd denotes the salience of
the sentence with respect to the document, hT

j Wr tanh(sj)
captures the redundancy of the sentence with respect to the
current state of the summary2, while the next two terms
model the notion of the importance of the absolute and rela-
tive position of the sentence with respect to the document.3
We consider pa and pr, the absolute and relative positional
embeddings respectively, as model parameters as well.

2We squash the summary representation using the tanh oper-
ation so that the magnitude of summary remains the same for all
time-steps.

3The absolute position denotes the actual sentence number,
whereas the relative position refers to a quantized representation
that divides each document into a fixed number of segments and
computes the segment ID of a given sentence.
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Abstractive summarisation
Task: given a short article, generate a headline

Training data: e.g. Gigaword (10m articles), CNN dataset
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Abstractive summarisation with RNNs
Sequence-to-sequence models:

I Encoder RNN: produces a fixed-size vector representation of
the input document

I Decoder RNN: generates the output summary word-by-word
based on the input representation
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Sequence-to-sequence models
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Example summaries

Chopra et al. 2017. Abstractive Sentence Summarization with
Attentive Recurrent Neural Networks

Input: economic growth in toronto will suffer this year because of sars, a think
tank said friday as health authorities insisted the illness was under control in
canada’s largest city.
Summary: think tank says economic growth in toronto will suffer this year

Input: an international terror suspect who had been under a controversial
loose form of house arrest is on the run, british home secretary john reid said
tuesday.
Summary: international terror suspect under house arrest
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Other applications of seq2seq models

Email answering: Google’s Smart Reply feature
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Other applications of seq2seq models

Dialogue modelling
previous lecture (Raquel)

8 CHAPTER 24 • DIALOG SYSTEMS AND CHATBOTS

In each case, any similarity function can be used, most commonly cosines com-
puted either over words (using tf-idf) or over embeddings.

Although returning the response to the most similar turn seems like a more in-
tuitive algorithm, returning the most similar turn seems to work better in practice,
perhaps because selecting the response adds another layer of indirection that can
allow for more noise (Ritter et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2013).

The IR-based approach can be extended by using more features than just the
words in the q (such as words in prior turns, or information about the user), and
using any full IR ranking approach. Commercial implementations of the IR-based
approach include Cleverbot (Carpenter, 2017) and Microsoft’s XiaoIce (Little Bing
✏∞) system (Microsoft, 2014).

Instead of just using corpora of conversation, the IR-based approach can be used
to draw responses from narrative (non-dialog) text. For example, the pioneering
COBOT chatbot (Isbell et al., 2000) generated responses by selecting sentences from
a corpus that combined the Unabomber Manifesto by Theodore Kaczynski, articles
on alien abduction, the scripts of “The Big Lebowski” and “Planet of the Apes”.
Chatbots that want to generate informative turns such as answers to user questions
can use texts like Wikipedia to draw on sentences that might contain those answers
(Yan et al., 2016).

Sequence to sequence chatbots

An alternate way to use a corpus to generate dialog is to think of response generation
as a task of transducing from the user’s prior turn to the system’s turn. This is
basically the machine learning version of Eliza; the system learns from a corpus to
transduce a question to an answer.

This idea was first developed by using phrase-based machine translation (Ritter
et al., 2011) to translate a user turn to a system response. It quickly became clear,
however, that the task of response generation was too different from machine trans-
lation. In machine translation words or phrases in the source and target sentences
tend to align well with each other; but in conversation, a user utterance may share
no words or phrases with a coherent response.

Instead, (roughly contemporaneously by Shang et al. 2015, Vinyals and Le 2015,
and Sordoni et al. 2015) transduction models for response generation were modeled
instead using encoder-decoder (seq2seq) models (Chapter 22), as shown in Fig. 24.6.

How are you ?

I’m fine . EOS

Encoding Decoding

EOS I’m fine .

Figure 24.6 A sequence to sequence model for neural response generation in dialog.

A number of modifications are required to the basic seq2seq model to adapt it for
the task of response generation. For example basic seq2seq models have a tendency
to produce predictable but repetitive and therefore dull responses like “I’m OK” or
“I don’t know” that shut down the conversation. This can be addressed by changing
the objective function for seq2seq model training to a mutual information objective,
or by modifying a beam decoder to keep more diverse responses in the beam (Li
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Natural Language Processing 1

Summarisation using neural networks

Other applications of seq2seq models

Machine translation
next lecture!
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

Language generation

Text summarisation

Extractive summarisation

Query-focused multi-document summarisation

Summarisation using neural networks

Evaluating summarisation systems
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

Evaluating summarisation systems

1. Evaluate against human judgements
I "Is this a good summary?"
I Use multiple subjects, measure agreement
I The best way, but expensive

2. ROUGE (Recall oriented understudy for gisting evaluation)
For each document in the dataset:

I humans produce a set of reference summaries R1, ...,RN
I the system generates a summary S
I compute the percentage of n-grams from the reference

summaries that occur in S
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE

I let’s look at ROUGE-2 — using bigrams
I compute the percentage of bigrams from the reference

summaries R1, ...,RN that occur in S

ROUGE-2 =

∑
Ri

∑
bigramj∈Ri

countmatch(j ,S)
∑

Ri

∑
bigramj∈Ri

count(j ,Ri)
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE example

Question: "What is dadaism?"

Human 1: Dadaism was an art movement formed during the First
World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the horrors of the war.

Human 2: Dada or Dadaism was a form of artistic anarchy born out of
disgust for the social, political and cultural values of the time.

Human 3: Dadaism was a short-lived but highly influential art
movement from the early 20th century.

System: Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European
avant-garde in the early 20th century.

ROUGE-2 =
21 + 22 + 13
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE example

Question: "What is dadaism?"

Human 1: Dadaism was an art movement formed during the First
World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the horrors of the war.

Human 2: Dada or Dadaism was a form of artistic anarchy born out of
disgust for the social, political and cultural values of the time.

Human 3: Dadaism was a short-lived but highly influential art
movement from the early 20th century.

System: Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European
avant-garde in the early 20th century.

ROUGE-2 =
21 + 22 + 13
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE example
Question: "What is dadaism?"

Human 1: Dadaism was an art movement formed during the First
World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the horrors of the war.

Human 2: Dada or Dadaism was a form of artistic anarchy born out of
disgust for the social, political and cultural values of the time.

Human 3: Dadaism was a short-lived but highly influential art
movement from the early 20th century.

System: Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European
avant-garde in the early 20th century.

ROUGE-2 =
5+

21 + 22 + 13
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Natural Language Processing 1

Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE example
Question: "What is dadaism?"

Human 1: Dadaism was an art movement formed during the First
World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the horrors of the war.

Human 2: Dada or Dadaism was a form of artistic anarchy born out
of disgust for the social, political and cultural values of the time.

Human 3: Dadaism was a short-lived but highly influential art
movement from the early 20th century.

System: Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European
avant-garde in the early 20th century.

ROUGE-2 =
5 + 4+

21 + 22 + 13
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Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE example
Question: "What is dadaism?"

Human 1: Dadaism was an art movement formed during the First
World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the horrors of the war.

Human 2: Dada or Dadaism was a form of artistic anarchy born out of
disgust for the social, political and cultural values of the time.

Human 3: Dadaism was a short-lived but highly influential art
movement from the early 20th century.

System: Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European
avant-garde in the early 20th century.

ROUGE-2 =
5 + 4 + 5

21 + 22 + 13
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Evaluating summarisation systems

ROUGE example
Question: "What is dadaism?"

Human 1: Dadaism was an art movement formed during the First
World War in Zurich in negative reaction to the horrors of the war.

Human 2: Dada or Dadaism was a form of artistic anarchy born out of
disgust for the social, political and cultural values of the time.

Human 3: Dadaism was a short-lived but highly influential art
movement from the early 20th century.

System: Dada or Dadaism was an art movement of the European
avant-garde in the early 20th century.

ROUGE-2 =
5 + 4 + 5

21 + 22 + 13
=

14
56

= 0.25
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State of the art in summarisation

Dong, 2018. A Survey on Neural Network-Based Summarization
Methods

I Extractive summarisation

The highest ROUGE-2 = 0.27

I Abstractive summarisation

The highest ROUGE-2 = 0.17

Though the task / datasets are different, so not directly comparable.
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Advanced course on semantics
Advanced Topics in Computational Semantics (block 5)

I This course is about learning meaning representations

I Methods for learning meaning representations
I focus on deep learning (LSTMs, CNNs, transformers)
I Interpretation of meaning representations learnt
I Applications

I This is an advanced research seminar

I Focus on recent progress in the field
I Lectures
I You will present and critique recent research papers
I and conduct a research project (new research question!)
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Overview of the topics

For a detailed overview and list of papers see last year’s website:
https://cl-illc.github.io/semantics/syllabus.html

Modelling meaning at different levels

I Word representations

I Compositional semantics and sentence representations

I Contextualised representations (ELMo and BERT)

I Discourse processing, document representations
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Overview of the topics

Focus on deep learning and joint learning

I Different neural architectures (e.g. LSTMs, attention,
transformers etc.)

I Joint learning at different linguistic levels

I Multitask learning

I Multilingual joint learning

I Learning from multiple modalities (language and vision)

I Few-shot learning (i.e. learning from a few examples)
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Example research projects (from last year)

I Learning multilingual contextualised representations

I accepted as a technical paper at AAAI 2020!!

I Joint modelling of semantics and discourse

I Multitask learning: semantics in NLP applications

I stance detection
I misinformation detection

I Cognitive properties of meaning representations

I evaluating learnt representations against brain imaging data

Many of your TAs took it — ask about their experience!
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